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Ahlhorn Named Co-chair 



















Department Chair Dr. William Bulleit














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Strategic Faculty Hiring Initiative
The Strategic Faculty Hiring Initiative, which cuts across academic disciplines to focus on a research theme, hired seven new faculty members whose 
research focuses on sustainability.  Two of those new hires will have appointments with the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department.
New Faculty
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Civil3D Then and Now:  
Its place in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Curriculum
Ahlborn to Co-chair Scientific 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Construction Career Days April 2008
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COUNCIL




Kirk Steudle, P.E., 
Michigan Department of 
Transportation (Alumnus)
Roger Olson, P.E., 
Minnesota Department of 
Transportation
Bruce Ramme, We Energies
Al Innis, P.E., Holcim US




Asphalt Pavement Association of 
Michigan and Klett Construction Co.
Robin Graves, PhD, Vulcan Materials
Thomas Van Dam, P.E., PhD, 
Applied Pavement Technology, Inc.
CENTER PERSONNEL




Dr. Karl Peterson, PhD
Research Assistant Professor








Middle school students at 
7
D80 represents engineering design to 
help the poorest 80% of humanity. 
The D80 programs were created 
through the visionary work of 
several faculty in engineering.
An inspiring amount of grassroots 
energy from students, staff, and 
faculty has transformed the vision 
to overwhelming successes.  The 
D80 philosophy, focusing on Design 
That Matters, has truly become a 
university-wide culture spreading from 
engineering through other disciplines 
including: humanities, social sciences, 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Frank Monasa Memorial Endowed
'
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Joseph & Joellen Post Endowed 
8
Timothy E. Sandene Memorial 
4	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Urban Land Consultants 
=
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Academy of Civil and Environmental Engineers
The eleventh Civil and Environmental Engineering ACADEMY induction was held on August 1, 2007.  The ACADEMY was established in 1993 to 
recognize excellence and leadership in engineering and civic affairs of outstanding graduates and friends of the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Department.  Eight alumni were honored bringing the ACADEMY membership to 92.  For a complete list of members and biographies please visit our 
department web site: www. cee.mtu.edu/alumni.html
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Oakland County Road Commission
Tamera M. Fenske
3M Prairie du Chien
Rhett Gronevelt, P.E.




Great Lakes Engineering Group, LLC
Paul Wade, P.E.










































































































































































Support the CEE Department
15
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